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UCL, Bloomsbury and East London Doctoral Training 

Partnership 

 

 

Application Form for Difficult Language Training Extension 
Guidance Notes 
 
Eligibility 

 
1. ESRC studentship holders are eligible to apply for an extension of their doctoral award to 

support additional training in a difficult language. This includes both training in the field 
and in the UK. 
 

2. Claims may not be made during the Masters element of your award. 
 

3. Doctoral students who have followed a pre-described Master’s course are expected to 
have already made some degree of language progress and may therefore apply for a 
maximum of six months’ extension.  
 

4. Your supervisor must agree to your request for Difficult Language Training, regardless of 
whether this information was included in your original studentship application. 
 

5. The Registry at your DTP institution will also need to approve any extension for Difficult 
Language Training: therefore the relevant DTP Administrator at your DTP institution will 
be informed about your application for DLT.  

 
6. You are strongly advised not to make any training plans before being advised of the 

outcome of your application. 
 

7. Please note that retrospective claims will not be accepted. 
 
 

8. You will be informed of the outcome of your application within 28 days of submission. 
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Language Groups and potential extensions 

 

A 

 
Included in this group are unwritten languages, or languages in the early stage of being analysed and for 
which no grammars, vocabulary, or other learning aids are available. These might include Amerindian or 
Papuan languages, etc. 
 
A case may be made for an extension of 12 months 
 

B 

 
Included in this group are: 

 

 languages for which there are limited descriptive and learning resources available; 

 languages which present intrinsic difficulties for speakers of English because they are click, tonal, 
object-verb-subject, agglutinating, etc; 

 Languages that require knowledge of a non-alphabetic script, such as Chinese, Japanese, Arabic and 
South- and South-East-Asian languages. 

 
A case may be made for an extension of nine months 
 

C 

 
Included in this group are difficult languages (described in Group B above) which have been well described in 
grammars, vocabularies etc, but for which no learning aids exist, and the language will have to be learnt 
mainly in the field from unskilled teachers. These might include various African, Melanesian and Amerindian 
languages plus some on the Indian sub-continent. 

 
A case may be made for an extension of six months 

 

D 

 

Included in this group are languages similar to those in Group C, but for which intensive learning materials 
exist such as courses, language laboratory, materials, tapes, etc. 
 
This includes all European languages 

 
A case may be made for an extension of three months 
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Application for Funds for Overseas Fieldwork   
Guidance Notes  
 
Eligibility  
 

1. The ESRC makes a limited amount of funding available to Doctoral Training Partnerships to 
support the overseas fieldwork costs of full-time studentship holders. This is intended as a 
contribution towards fieldwork costs and is not intended to cover the full amount.  

 
2. As the DTP has limited funds available for fieldwork, we will prioritise applications from 

students who indicated that they would be undertaking overseas fieldwork on their original 
studentship application.  

 
3. Only one application for overseas fieldwork funding may be made during the lifetime of your 

award.  
 

4. Claims may not be made during the Masters element of your award.  
 

5. Applications can only be considered from full-time students. Part-time students can become 
eligible for overseas fieldwork funding if they transfer for a fixed period to a full-time status for 
the duration of their fieldwork.  

 
6. In the event that the DTP receives more applications than there is funding available, the DTP 

reserves the right to only offer partial funding. In this case, students may choose to 
supplement the amount by using their RTSG.  

 
7. If the Foreign and Commonwealth Office advises against visiting the country concerned, the 

DTP will not authorise payment of any contribution towards the fieldwork costs.  
 

8. You are strongly advised not to make any travel plans before being advised of the outcome of 
your application.  

 
9. Please note that retrospective claims will not be accepted, including those incurred as a result 

of any changes or extensions once your overseas fieldwork visit has begun.  
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The value of the Overseas Fieldwork funding  
 

1. The fieldwork funding is comprised of two elements: a front-end element (to cover pre-trip 
expenses, flights etc) and a weekly rate of £70. The front-end element will vary depending on 
the country/ies visited: the UBEL DTP Schedule of Funding Rates will provide the relevant 
rate.  

 
2. If you are intending to visit more than one country, this must be included in the same 

application. Please note that only one front end element will be paid, regardless of the 
number of countries visited.  

 
3. If for any reason the fieldwork is abandoned or is unsuccessful and the student returns to the 

UK early, the DTP will recover the fieldwork allowance less any reasonable expenditure 
already incurred.  

4. You will continue to receive your ESRC studentship stipend whilst on fieldwork.  
 
 

What the funding covers  
 

1. Overseas fieldwork may normally last for up to twelve months. In exceptional circumstances, 
and where a strong case if made on your fieldwork application form, visits may be granted for 
up to a maximum of 18 months.  

 
2. Overseas fieldwork must take place during the lifetime of your award. Studentships will not be 

extended to reflect periods in the field.  
 

3. For overseas fieldwork lasting more than 9 months, you are recommended to arrange one 
return visit to the UK, or one visit to the field by your supervisor, half-way through the 
overseas fieldwork visit for up to 10 days. This must be financed within the allowance given, 
and no further funding will be given.  

 
4. You are required to purchase comprehensive personal travel insurance to cover your period 

of overseas fieldwork, and the Bloomsbury DTP may request sight of your policy prior to 
departure. This must be financed within the allowance given, and no further funding will be 
given. 
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How to Apply 

 

1. Applications for overseas fieldwork must be made using the DTP Difficult Language 
Training Extension/ Overseas Fieldwork Form at least four months before the 
anticipated start of training.  
 

2. Your supervisor must agree all overseas fieldwork arrangements, regardless of whether 
these were included in your original studentship application.  
 

3. The Registry at your DTP institution will also need to approve any application for 
Overseas Fieldwork Funding: therefore you should inform them about your intention to 
apply for Fieldwork. 
 

4. The signed form should be submitted by email to the relevant UBEL DTP Manager. If 
your language training is to take place in the field, you must also complete the Overseas 
Fieldwork sections of the form and submit according to the guidelines above. 

 

4a. Applications for Difficult Language Training extensions will be evaluated on the 
following grounds: 

 
(i) Relevance to research topic 
(ii) Appropriate training plans (including length of training requested) 
 

4b. Applications for Overseas Fieldwork will be evaluated on the following grounds:  
 

(i) Relevance to research topic 

(ii) Appropriate itinerary planning 

(iii) Inclusion in original studentship application 

(iv) DTC funding available 
 

5. You will be advised of the outcome of your application within 28 days of submitting your 
application (as well as procedures for payment, in the case of successful applications). 
You are strongly advised not to make any training/ travel plans before being advised of 
the outcome of your application. 
 

6. Any appeal against the decision must be submitted to the DTP Manager within seven 
days of notification of the application outcome. Appeals may be considered where a case 
is established that the decision of the Board contravenes the selection criteria or 
procedures defined in these guidelines. 
 

7. The relevant DTP Administrator at your DTP institution will be informed about your 
application for Overseas Fieldwork Funding. If your application is successful, the Registry 
at your DTP institution will also need to approve any extension for fieldwork.  
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Contact 
 
For further information or to submit an application please contact: 
 
DTP Manager, Vanessa Riegl-Parr uclesrcdtc@ucl.ac.uk (UCL students) 
DTP Manager, Alison Freeman alison.freeman@ucl.ac.uk (UCL IoE & Partner students) 
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